NGOs proposal for an alternative and sustainable scenario for Europe

The Progressive Caucus* of the European Parliament is happy to invite you to a hearing of the NGOs which coordinated the work on an alternative 6th Scenario answering the White Paper of the European Commission (http://www.foeeurope.org/6thscenario).
SDGWatch Europe and Friends of the Earth Europe have facilitated with around 250 civil society organisations the development of an alternative '6th Scenario'. These organisations present their aims for a Sustainable and Fair Europe in which care for people and planet are key. They intend to put this '6th Scenario' forward.

When? Wednesday 6th December 1-3pm (EN –FR)
Where? European Parliament Brussels - Room A5E2

Paul de Clerck, FoE Europe
Deirdre de Burca, SDG Watch
Dave Holyoake, Bankwatch

Registration at progressivecaucusep@gmail.com before 28th November (name, surname, date of birth, nationality, type and ID number)

*The Progressive Caucus is a platform of dialogue based on confidence-building and open debate. It aims at analysing differences and building bridges between progressive allies in the European Parliament and across Europe. It has been established by progressive MEPs of different political groups and is open to everyone in the community of the European Parliament standing for solidarity, democracy, social justice and sustainability.
For more information: http://www.progressivecaucus.eu/